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Job name:
Owner:
Warranty Effective date:
SIGNAGE
Guarantees
ADA Vandal Proof/Resistant Panel signage:
10 years against fading or discoloring, applicable only if not in direct sunlight.
10 year guarantee against defects, not theft or scratching
2 year against damage to profile or Braille (IL Series Vandal Proof-chemical bonding), not
theft.
Damaged sign should be removed from wall and sent to our corporate headquarters for
verification of color and copy; a new sign will be made with-in 4-6 working days for all standard
colors, 2-3 weeks for custom colors.
Frames/Snap Lock System:
5 year guarantee against frame and tab snap system, not theft.
Modular Frame system that coordinates with vandal resistant sign as above.
Damaged sign should be removed from wall and sent to our corporate headquarters for
verification of color and copy, a new sign will be made with-in 4-6 working days for all standard
colors, 2-3 weeks for custom colors.
Non ADA Compliant/2-Ply Engraveables
5 year guarantee against defects, not theft or scratching
4Signsolutions guarantees professional installers, our installer ‘Lambros Signs’ has been
installing and maintenancing signs for 18 years
Installation
It is advisable to have installer add liquid nails to backing of all signs; our signs include a vinyl
foam tape adhesive.
Our installers will always use liquid nails or screw signs with anchors to the wall
Maintenance
Plastic signage may be wiped with warm soapy water or a light non abrasive cleaner, such as
‘Fantastic’. Metal signage, i.e. cast letters, cast plaques; metal signs should only be cleaned with
warm soapy water. 4Signsolutions can provide a cleanser for the metal lines. The metal lines
that are a polished or mirror finish and that do not have clear coating must be polished, i.e.
mirror finish brass signs or letters. Any brass polishing kit will ensure a continual shine.
Exterior ‘post and panel’ type signs with painted or baked enamel finishes should be polished
with a simple car wax on a yearly basis to ensure the rich luster/shine.
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